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THE CHANGE MAKERS 

Regardless of the obstacles placed in their paths, these agents of change get the job done. 


By Jenny C. McCune


Change. It's a word that can make employees cringe when they see it incorporate communications. But it's also a permanent item on the corporate agenda, and companies that manage change well tend to survive and thrive in today's business environment. For every change, however, a company needs a change maker--someone who can remove the obstacles and make things happen. 

That's not as simple as it sounds, as any CEO in search of a change agent will tell you. It's a lot easier to botch the job or deny the need for change at all. For every Lou Gerstner who turns around a behemoth like IBM, there's a mid-level executive who's so afraid of failure (and losing his job) that he'd rather fight change than switch. 

So what makes for successful change makers? Although they hail from different industries and have different management styles, there are some common threads: They don't expect to delegate all the work to others and stand by as a change initiative trickles down the corporate ladder. Instead, these inspired--and inspiring--individuals jump into the thick of it and become instrumental in the change process. They also involve subordinates because they realize that people are more likely to change if they feel they are in control. 

That's why the seven change makers profiled here are in a league of their own. All have led significant change in their organizations, surmounting the hurdles that could have stalled those efforts. They range from John Sunderland of Cadbury Schweppes, who as a new group chief executive had to communicate his change message across a multinational corporation, to Pat F. Russo of Lucent Technologies, who helped engineer the launch of that company from under the wings of AT&T. They also include the likes of Ingram Micro's Jerre Stead, a change veteran who in a previous role rescued a money-losing division. sub: The Speed of Light 

 These executives would be the first to acknowledge that change is tough to pull off, especially in large companies. In addition to human resistance--the reigning nemesis of change--the increasing volume and velocity of change have made it more difficult to deal with in today's marketplace. 

A number of factors have intensified the change process. Products, product launches, corporate realignments and other initiatives may take place in months rather than years. The global span of today's
companies, which have employees, customers and suppliers throughout the world, also multiplies the complexities of change. And let us not forget another complicator--technology. Companies must constantly
upgrade systems, evaluate new technology and adopt new ways of doing business. 

Look at Cadbury Schweppes, the third largest producer of soft drinks and the fourth biggest supplier of confectionery worldwide. The London-based conglomerate has 41,000 employees and sells into more than 162 countries. Changing course on that global ship is a lot more difficult than it was in 1783 when Jacob Schweppes had a handful of employees to sell his mineral water in Geneva, Switzerland, or in 1824 when John Cadbury first started selling tea and coffee in Birmingham, England. 

Today's change makers also must be attuned to the pace and nature of change in their industries. Chris Powell, director of employment strategy and sourcing for hotel chain Marriott International in Washington, D.C., has worked in the consumer goods, higher education, consulting and automotive industries, and each required its own approach to change. "I've got to say that how you get things done depends on what industry  you're in. How you interact with your employees, how your competitors act and how quickly your customers are demanding change," Powell says. sub: Up the Mountain 

The business climate may be driving the need for change, but it is resistance that makes it so troublesome for change makers. Most employees resist change--whether it's a new computer program or a corporate restructuring--simply because it's unknown and unfamiliar. 

"There's no real reason to step outside where change is," says John Cirello, president and CEO of Florida Water Services, an Orlando utility that has had to retool during a time of increased competition. "It's cold. It's damp. It's dark out there. You just want to camp out in the tent where it's warm and there's light." 

Consultant and trainer Paul G. Stoltz of PEAK Learning Inc., Flagstaff, Arizona, has statistical proof that resisters form a solid majority from his 20 years of studying people's reactions to change. Stoltz, author of Adversity Quotient (John Wiley & Sons, 1997), divides people into three categories: quitters, who won't embrace change; campers, who just sit things out; and climbers, who actively seek change. Most
people--from 70 percent to 90 percent--are campers who love the status quo and want to keep it that way. Quitters and climbers make up roughly 10 percent each. 

The difficulty of change can be seen in the track records of reengineering efforts and mergers and acquisitions, two common routes to change. According to management consultant Rick Maurer, president of Maurer & Associates in Arlington, Virginia, only about one-third of major reengineering efforts and 29 percent of M&As are successes in the United States. 

What's more, the ineptitude with change isn't limited to the United States. In a recent study of 200 change initiatives in France, 70 percent of the projects failed, says Francis Meston, Paris-based vice president
of A.T. Kearney's Enterprise Information Practice in Europe. "A similar study in the United Kingdom had the same results," Merton says. 

And for public companies, a preoccupation with the stock market can make change even more difficult, says Bettina Whyte, principal of Jay Alix & Associates, a turnaround and management consulting firm in New York. "The focus is always on the stock price. It's short term, not long term." But it's the long view that leads to lasting, meaningful change, she says. sub: The Culture of Change 

The structure of a company is another factor that can influence the acceptance or failure of change. In the traditional pyramid-style company, change must come from the top and flow downward. But that process can take a long time. 

Even if the edict for change comes from on high, the process should be enacted at the local level, says John Hofmeister, human resources director and vice president of transformation at Royal Dutch/Shell, the petroleum giant, which has had to reorganize to regain its leadership position in a market of falling oil prices and industry consolidation. 

"One of the reasons we believe that our success is assured is that we have engaged so many leaders in the business to follow their own self-owned plans rather than follow a central plan," Hofmeister says.
"The cumulating of the many plans will result in the whole of Shell moving faster than the sum of its parts." 

Even though Business Wire, an $80 million corporate news service based in San Francisco, is much smaller than Shell, founder Lorry Lokey follows much the same philosophy as Hofmeister. He believes in setting the broad outlines of change, but expects departments and employees to fill in the blanks regarding their own situations. Not only do they know best, but their involvement helps ensure success. "Just because I own the company, I don't try to jam changes down the throats of people," Lokey says. 

On the other side of the organizational spectrum lies Herman Miller Inc., an office furniture manufacturer in Zeeland, Michigan, with net sales of $1.72 billion in 1998. While the company's 75th anniversary last year  was cause for celebration, its long history also presents problems whenever change rears its ugly head. "There's an institutional memory that compounds the complexity and the degree of difficulty related to consummating a large amount of change," says CEO Michael Volkema. "In addition to people resisting change, a company has to overcome its institutional memory." 

When Volkema came on board four years ago, the company's divisions operated as separate fiefdoms. Volkema wanted the company to be more collaborative and focus on serving the customer, not on competing for resources and budgets. In the end, he was able to organize the company to lessen sibling rivalry and increase cooperation. 

A new strategy or management model may require some structural changes as well. When Sunderland became chief executive of Cadbury Schweppes in 1996, he wanted to move to a value-based management model, in which employees determine how their actions will affect shareholder value. 

Cadbury had to examine its reporting structure to ensure it had the right leadership for that model. It assessed its top 150 managers and how their strengths and weaknesses aligned with their duties under the new order. Approximately half of those managers were shifted to new jobs, offered the training needed to stay in their current positions or left the company. "We wanted to try and create a management structure that  would have people that would deliver on the agenda we had developed," says Sunderland. "We'd tell people that they weren't up to speed, but that we'd work with them to get them up to speed." sub: More Than Fairy Dust 

Change makers also recognize how important employees are to change, especially as they try to alter the course of one of today's battleship galactic-size firms. "People don't like change that is imposed on them,"says Linda Yates, CEO of Strategos, a Menlo Park, California-based consulting firm. "Like when a bunch of people say, ÔWe have determined this is how it's going to be. Let's sprinkle some fairy dust and it's done.' Well, it's not." 

                      Employees are more apt to become involved if they feel "we're all in this
                      together," but such camaraderie is rare in corporate life, concurs James
                      A. Belasco, a professor of management at San Diego State University in
                      California and co-author of Soaring with the Phoenix (Warner Books,
                      1999). Most companies simply announce that a change will take place
                      and expect employees to immediately fall in line. "The problem is that
                      people have learned over time that they almost always have to give
                      something up when they're told change is coming," Belasco says. "They
                      inevitably reach for their wallets." 

                      A company must pose a good argument to get employees to come on
                      board the change express. At Marriott, for example, Powell wanted to
                      integrate recruitment rather than have each local market and subsidiary
                      run its own show. He had to demonstrate that banding together would
                      make recruitment easier for subsidiaries even though they would lose
                      some control of the process. "Change is about the future and making the
                      world a better place for customers, for staff and for the community," he
                      says. "It is not only a numbers game." 

                      Indeed, communication is the word that most often trips off the tongues
                      of managers trying to transform companies. Though it may seem like a
                      pat answer, it is crucial to the process. "This is advice that would solve
                      almost any problem," admits Herman Miller's Volkema. "But it's key.
                      You've got to be clear, concise and consistent about the message. It can
                      mean being redundant at times," he says. 

                      Jerre Stead, chairman and CEO of Ingram Micro, a leading worldwide
                      distributor of computer technology products and services, heartily
                      agrees with Volkema. In a former role as head of AT&T's Global
                      Information Solutions, Stead had to reorganize and revive a business
                      unit that was running in the red. Communicating with employees about
                      their role in the turnaround was key to its success. "You can't change
                      things unless people understand what's going on," Stead says. "In so
                      many places, people don't share information and too often even great
                      managers forget they are dealing with bright adults. They treat them
                      [subordinates] as schoolchildren." 

                      It's also important to admit that you're fallible, says Business Wire's
                      Lokey. "I'm not omnipotent. Nobody is. I can make as many errors as
                      someone else." In practice, he will often suggest a change, but the
                      company only enacts it if others agree. "If the majority vote is against
                      me, I will stop and say, ÔOkay, let's think of something else,'" he says.
                      sub: Spreading the Word 

                      A change maker's ability to involve people throughout a multinational
                      company can be a daunting proposition, however. "It takes enormous
                      propulsion to get a message through layers of an organization," says
                      Stephen Kaufman, chairman and CEO of Arrow Electronics, a
                      worldwide electronics component distributor that was restructured to
                      improve customer service. 

                      There may be fewer layers today because of downsizing, but companies
                      are spread thinner and farther than ever before. The mid-level managers
                      who can act as message bearers may not exist. And with operations in
                      multiple countries, companies can find it taxing not just to get the word
                      out, but to adequately convey it to employees who may or may not
                      speak the same language as those at headquarters. 

                      Cultural differences also need to be considered in a change message. In
                      his work across Europe, Meston of A.T. Kearney, who co-authored
                      The Ten Keys to Successful Change Management (John Wiley & Sons
                      Ltd., 1998), has noted distinct cultural differences in adjusting to
                      change. In Germany, employees are less concerned with the "why's" of
                      change, but are very interested in the "how's." "You don't need to spend
                      a lot of time explaining why you want to do what you want to do, but
                      you do need to be very precise in how the implementation will take
                      place. Workers want everything well-documented," he says. Compare
                      that to the UK or the United States, where managers must spend much
                      more time lobbying for change than explaining how to carry it out. "You
                      have to spend more time up front proving that the solution is a good one
                      and that it makes sense," Meston says. "People buy it and go for it." 

                      The vernacular of change also varies, says Margaret Exley, head of the
                      change management and communications practice at Towers Perrin
                      Europe in London. One chief executive in France, she says, has noted
                      that the Anglo-Saxon view of change centers on a dream or ambition,
                      while the French view change as driven by hardship. "For example, in
                      France, a company will change because it fears failure or that it will be
                      overtaken by the competition," Exley notes. So, the French CEO will
                      sound the battle charge, "We must change or face disaster," whereas his
                      American counterpart will entreat employees to view change as
                      opportunity. 

                      Sunderland of Cadbury Schweppes recognizes the difficulty of
                      rearranging a company with global girth. He's had to effect change in an
                      organization with offices, employees, suppliers and customers spread
                      around the world. "The shared logistics of organization programs for
                      international business are quite daunting," he says. He personally met
                      with 2,000 of his top managers to explain and emphasize the importance
                      of the company's change to value-based management. sub: All Together
                      Now 

                      Ultimately, change makers recognize that altering human behavior is
                      critical to the process. Effective communication is essential because the
                      leader must explain the desired behavior, but the company also must
                      motivate employees to change, measure the results and provide the skills
                      needed to succeed. 

                      "Objective measures are what drive behavior," says Stead. That's why
                      he always posts results on a scoreboard so that everyone can see
                      whether they are meeting corporate objectives and determine how well
                      they are succeeding with change. 

                      Similarly, Lucent Technologies, the AT&T spin-off, has surveyed
                      employees to ask their opinion of how well the company is meeting its
                      goals, says Pat F. Russo, executive vice president. This not only helps in
                      assessing the company's progress, but also gives managers input on how
                      well they've stated goals and whether subordinates understand them. 

                      Motivating employees to change boils down to basic behavioral science:
                      If you change the way people are rewarded, they will modify their
                      behavior accordingly. One good way, at least in the eyes of employees,
                      is through compensation. That's why most of the companies interviewed
                      for this story now include some type of profit sharing or stock
                      ownership in their compensation plans. For example, more than 20,000
                      of Cadbury Schweppes employees own stock shares. "They have a
                      significant, personal investment in the company," says Sunderland. 

                      The last crucial component is training, Stead says. People can't change if
                      they don't know how, so a company must compare employees' current
                      skills with those needed to effect a change. "If you set top priorities for
                      people, the other thing you have to do is give them the tools--that is, the
                      training--that's necessary to be successful," he notes. 

                      When all is said and done, change also needs to be continuous to be
                      successful, says Yates. Companies that view change as something with a
                      beginning, middle and end are usually doomed to fail because change
                      only begets more change. It's evolutionary, not revolutionary. 

                      Look at a company like Amazon.com. A year ago, it would have been
                      described solely as an Internet bookseller. Today it sells CDs and gifts,
                      and tomorrow it may sell other items or morph into something new.
                      Amazon.com's charter is always moving because the marketplace
                      doesn't stand still. "They've been very adept at adapting to changes in
                      their environment," says Margarethe Wiersema, associate professor of
                      strategy at the University of California at Irvine. 

                      But some experts believe today's managers are in fine shape for handling
                      change, having been trained by the marketplace of the past decade. "It's
                      much easier to make change in a positive manner today than it was 10
                      years ago," says Stead. With experience comes ease, he says. 

                      Most of the change makers profiled here echoed that assessment.
                      "There have been enormous changes over the last 15 years," notes
                      Kaufman of Arrow Electronics. Change may be "hell," he says, but "it's
                      become a regular part of the diet, whereas it was really a cold shower
                      15 years ago." After all, change happens. Nothing's going to change
                      that. MR Name: Pat F. Russo Title: Executive vice president of strategy,
                      business development and corporate operations Company: Lucent
                      Technologies Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey Change challenge:
                      Becoming a successful, $26.4 billion standalone company after years of
                      being AT&T's research and development arm. As a new company,
                      Lucent had to explain its aspirations to employees and how they could
                      meet them. "We needed to define who we are and find ways to sustain
                      long-term value for our shareholders, customers and employeesÉ. We
                      had the opportunity of a lifetime to launch a new company with a
                      100-plus year heritage," she says. Her role: Helping Lucent develop its
                      own competitive culture by communicating the changes and redesigning
                      compensation for Lucent's 140,000 worldwide employees. Key tools:
                      GROWS campaign, which was designed by Lucent's top 18 executives,
                      including Russo and Lucent's chairman, CEO and COO. GROWS
                      stands for Global growth mind-set, Results-focused, Obsessed with
                      customers and about competitors, Workplace that's open, supportive
                      and diverse, and Speed. The campaign was kicked off with a
                      companywide broadcast by then Chairman Henry B. Schacht and CEO
                      Richard A. McGinn, who later became chairman. Individual meetings
                      were then held on the business unit, departmental and group level. "It
                      was the most blanketing kind of communications campaign." Lucent also
                      has close to 500 "innovations masters" from all levels and parts of the
                      company who help instill the new culture and initiatives. "They are
                      individual lights for change around the company, explaining how every
                      single person can make a difference." Follow-up: In addition to
                      explaining GROWS to employees, Russo surveyed the workforce last
                      year on how well the company was implementing the plan. Critical
                      compensation: Every employee has received stock options, and Russo
                      has redesigned the 401(k) plan to base the matching contribution on
                      how well Lucent meets performance objectives. The company
                      outperformed its goals last year, so the match was $1.09 for each dollar
                      an employee invested. "That's just a little example of how tremendously
                      powerful compensation can be in creating the connection." Advice to
                      others: "Change is not one big thing. Change occurs as the result of
                      many, many small things and many, many big things." Name: Stephen
                      Kaufman Title: Chairman and CEO Company: Arrow Electronics Inc.,
                      Melville, New York, a $7.7 billion electronics assembler and distributor
                      Change challenge: Restructuring Arrow along customer segments rather
                      than product lines to improve customer service. Challenge: Arrow was
                      doing well by any measure, but Kaufman still saw the need to improve
                      to keep ahead of competitors. The restructuring was a tough sell,
                      though, because there wasn't an evident external reason for change.
                      "People were ready to take a rest. Pat themselves on the back. We
                      needed to change while things were going well to avoid having to change
                      once we started down the slippery slope." Key tools: Communication
                      packages and informational materials that outlined the reorganization in
                      great detail for Arrow Electronics' workforce. His role: Setting the
                      general direction, but getting front-line employees to translate his overall
                      plan into action. Advice to others: "Nobody gets it right the first time."
                      Expect to make a mid-course correction, no matter how much planning
                      you've done. For example, Arrow underestimated the business volume
                      for one of its new divisions, sizing it to handle the 700 customers it had
                      in that industry before the realignment. When another 500 customers
                      came calling, it did not have sufficient staff or phone lines. Three fax
                      machines in one office expired from the overload. "We had lousy service
                      for six weeks. We had to borrow people from another division, we had
                      our flying squad come into the city to work for six weeks while we hired
                      and trained new personnel." Name: John Sunderland Title: Group chief
                      executive Company: Cadbury Schweppes PLC, the L4.2 billion soft
                      drink and confectioner known for its Cadbury chocolate and
                      Schweppes ginger ale Change challenge: Move toward a "Managing for
                      Value" strategy to compete on a global level against such competitors as
                      Coca-Cola, Mars, Nestle and Pepsi-Cola. Key tools: A new
                      profit-sharing and stock ownership plan that encouraged employees to
                      manage the business as if it were their own. The company also put
                      4,000 employees through a value-based financial training program. And
                      it put "square pegs in square holes" by conducting an audit of 150 top
                      managers and "changing the responsibilities of about half of those
                      managers, some sideways, up or out." His role: Educating and rallying
                      the troops. "Whenever a company gets a new chief executive, the
                      tendency is for people to expect that if they keep their heads down,
                      things will blow over and life will get back to normal. You have to work
                      hard and constantly emphasize to employees that this is a long-term
                      journey." To that end, Sunderland globe-trotted around the world,
                      talking face-to-face with 2,000 of his top lieutenants to communicate the
                      need for change. Advice to others: "Communication is essential. You
                      can't communicate too often." But at the same time, "exhortation alone is
                      wholly insufficient. We explained to management and our employees the
                      need to raise the bar of financial performance for becoming more value
                      driven, and we also gave them the tools to do it." Name: John
                      Hofmeister Title: HR director and vice president of transformation
                      Company: Royal Dutch/Shell Group of Companies, one of the top four
                      companies in the petroleum sector, headquartered in The Hague, the
                      Netherlands Change challenge: Reorganize and re-energize Shell to
                      make the business units more competitive and regain the company's
                      leadership position in the petroleum industry, which was consolidating
                      rapidly and dealing with falling oil prices. "In terms of financial
                      performance, the results would say that Shell started falling behind in this
                      competitive industry in recent years, and Shell is not accustomed to
                      being anything but a leader in whatever it does." His role: Integrating
                      best practices and linking lessons learned to maximize the sharing of
                      knowledge, and facilitating the transformation of Shell businesses by
                      reviewing systems, processes and tools. In the end, Hofmeister says it's
                      a matter of encouraging people to do "what's right" and supporting them
                      in their efforts. The corporate role: Awaken and engage the staff to the
                      need to change. Analyze and critique the company to find and correct its
                      shortcomings. For example, Shell conducted a "gap analysis" to
                      compare a business unit's operation against industry norms. It also
                      identified best practices internally and helped get them adopted by other
                      parts of the worldwide organization. Key tools: Treating employees with
                      dignity and respect by not talking down to them or "soft-pedaling" the
                      magnitude of change. This is particularly important during a
                      reorganization, when it's easy to fall into a panic mode and order
                      subordinates around rather than treating them as responsible adults
                      because it's the right thing to do and will motivate them to embrace
                      change. Advice to others: "Change processes must be driven locally, not
                      centrally." Corporate headquarters should outline the overall initiative
                      while letting individual groups and organizations plot their own strategy.
                      Name: John Cirello Title: President and CEO Company: Florida Water
                      Services Corp., an Orlando-based subsidiary of Minnesota Power Inc.
                      It has 500 employees and is the largest investor-owned water utility in
                      Florida. Change Challenge: Responding to increased competition from
                      abroad and new entrants to the water supply industry, especially electric
                      utilities such as Enron Corp. "We had to become more efficient and
                      more aggressive." That has meant creating a more active corporate
                      culture, one that goes beyond dealing with the status quo and acquiring
                      new assets. (In January, Florida Water purchased Palm Coast Utilities
                      Corp., increasing its customers by 17 percent.) His role: Facilitator.
                      "For me, it's giving people a plausible picture of the future." His task is
                      to set achievable goals and give employees the tools necessary to fulfill
                      those goals. Key tools: Training employees on change, specifically by
                      having 75 percent of workers attend Paul Stoltz's Adversity Quotient
                      training, which teaches people how to turn obstacles into opportunities.
                      (The remaining employees were scheduled for the training this spring.)
                      Another change tool was profit sharing, which gives employees a vested
                      stake in the company's performance and rewards them for improved
                      performance. Finally, Cirello has eliminated reporting requirements that
                      created a lot of busy work but didn't challenge employees to change. "A
                      lot of people were doing Ôurgent' things that weren't important until we
                      reduced our rules and gave them more control." Advice to others:
                      "When you make sure that goals are obtainable and you describe them,
                      you'd be surprised at what can be achieved." Because of new corporate
                      directives, Florida Water employees were able to rise to the challenge
                      two years ago when plentiful rain lessened the utility's demand. "It could
                      have been a bleak time for our company. But everybody got together
                      and found ways to operate more efficiently and effectively. So we came
                      ahead of budget even though [sales were down]." Name: Chris Powell
                      Title: Director of employment strategy and sourcing Company: Marriott
                      International Inc., a $9 billion hotelier and food service company based
                      in Washington, D.C. Change challenge: Coming up with a universal
                      employee recruitment campaign for Marriott and getting its diverse
                      lodging operations (Courtyard by Marriott, Renaissance Hotels,
                      Residence Inns and Fairfield Inns) to commit to one strategy instead of
                      going off in separate directions. His role: Drawing up the plan and
                      getting the business units to commit to it. Key tools: Make the abstract
                      personal by showing how change will affect an individual employee or
                      division. For example, he stressed the low unemployment rate
                      nationwide and how Marriott's divisions needed to work together to get
                      the best employees. Going it alone would consume more resources and
                      be less effective than banding together in a centralized recruitment
                      campaign. Powell also believes in owning up when mistakes are made.
                      "I assume responsibility for change and that includes taking ownership
                      when I've screwed up. I'm the first one to say so." Biggest frustration:
                      "There are so many places in a big corporation for people to hide" and
                      avoid change. Advice to others: In some cases, it may be easier to
                      plunge ahead with change than seek permission in a big company.
                      Provided you've done your homework and are convinced you're right,
                      you can always "Ask for forgiveness later." But if the change fails,
                      Powell says, you need to "make sure you have people that will brace
                      you when you fall." Finally, "don't expect everybody to like you." People
                      may be envious if you succeed or may not like your role as a change
                      agent. Name: Jerre Stead Title: CEO and chairman Company: Ingram
                      Micro, $16.6 billion company based in Santa Ana, California, and a
                      leading worldwide distributor of computer technology products and
                      services, serving customers in 120 countries Change challenge: In his
                      previous role as head of AT&T's Global Information Solutions, turning
                      around a division that had lost $220 million the year before he came on
                      board to one that posted a $2 million operating profit in his second year
                      of stewardship. His role: Developing a comeback strategy of focusing
                      on five vertical markets, devising customized solutions for those markets
                      and selling to customers. Stead communicated the new strategy to
                      employees, customers and suppliers through group and one-on-one
                      meetings. In his first month as head of GIS, for example, Stead met with
                      "dozens and dozens" of key accounts to ask them how satisfied they
                      were with the unit and how it should improve. He also strengthened
                      customer relationships by dedicating 10 percent of the workforce
                      (4,500 employees) to customer service. Key tools: After six months on
                      the job, he met with all 30,000 GIS employees in groups of 20 and
                      through worldwide live videoconferences. During these meetings, he not
                      only articulated his ideas about how to turn around GIS, but also
                      probed employees about what to change and what not to change in the
                      organization. In addition, Stead set new goals and established objective
                      measures to gauge whether those goals were met. He then posted
                      scorecards, which elaborated on how the company was doing in
                      achieving its goals, in GIS' offices so that workers would know at a
                      glance how the comeback was proceeding. Finally, Stead trained GIS
                      employees on value-based management, which focused on the
                      underlining values and ethics desired at the company. "It's critical when
                      setting top priorities for people to give them the tools to be successful,
                      and the most important tool is training." Advice to others: "You can't
                      make change unless people understand what's going on..." In Stead's
                      case, that meant personally meeting with employees and having them
                      critique his comeback plan. 
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